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Experiments & Economic Theory

I Let’s talk about this a little...
I This is following a very interesting talk by Andy Schotter(NYU experimental economist) couple of years ago



Examples from the Natural and Social Sciences
I While considering tenure for a science candidate receivedletter with approx. quote:

I "If this theorist’s work is supported by experiments that areplanned to be run in the coming months, his work would haveto be considered as a major accomplishment"
I Statements like this are more likely to be made in a sciencelike physics than in economics.
I Consider Einstein in 1920 talking about relativity:

I “If the observations of the red shift in the spectra of massivestars don’t come out quantitatively in accordance with theprinciples of general relativity, then my theory will be dustand ashes..



In Economics???
I You will never hear an economic theorist stating somethingequivalent!!
I Never would an economic theorist say: "I just finished agreat theory paper and I hope that when it is tested, it willprove correct"
I Instead usually hear: "I have just written a theoretical paper,isn’t it beautiful and elegant?"
I In short, the relationship between theory and experimentationin economics has been either non-existent or strained.



Sending Rockets to the Moon
I When NASA scientists send rockets to the moon they getthere
I This is because each element of the technology they use hasbeen tested
I Economists create models using non-tested components
I Take a model of decentralized binary markets
I To build such a model one would need to specify:

I How people search - - reservation price
I How prices are formed- - Nash Bargaining theory
I When will a price be accepted - - current offer better thancontinuation value in game
I Such models were built way before the components weretested

I Economists’ rockets won’t make it to the moon :)



Funny..



Why Economic Theory Doesn’t Look For ExperimentalValidation?
I Economic theory grew out of philosophy and did not have anempirical tradition.
I When economics was formalized economists did not thinkeconomics could be an experimental science
I What ever the reason, theory has grown up in economicswithout any eye toward (experimental) validation
I Luckily this has changed!



Economic Experiments – Introduction
I Traditionally, researchers were sceptical about usingexperimental methods in economics

“Unfortunately, we can seldom test particular predictions
in the social sciences by experiments explicitly designed
to eliminate what are judged to be the most important dis-
turbing influences. Generally, we must rely on evidence
cast up by the ‘experiments’ that happen to occur”

Milton Friedman (1953)

I But more recently experimental methods and procedures arequite widely accepted in economics



Experimental Papers in one of top Econ Journals



History of Economic Experiments
I According to Alvin Roth, first example of an economicexperiment is the “St. Petersburg paradox”
I This is a hypothetical problem of decision under risk
I It is claimed that Nicholas Bernoulli tried the problem on afamous mathematician in 1738
I The problem goes:

I One player tosses an unbiased coin
I Coin will be tossed at least once, but potentially many times
I Possible payoff starts at ¤1
I Every time head appears, the payoff is doubled
I If tails appear, the game ends and the player takes the entirepot accumulated



St. Petersburg paradox

I Potential payoffs:
I ¤1 if tails appear on 1st toss
I ¤2 if tails appear on 2nd toss
I ¤4 if tails appear on 3rd toss
I ¤8 if tails appear on 4th toss
I etc...

I How much would you be willing to pay for such a bet?



St. Petersburg paradox cont.
I Most common answers usually between ¤8 and ¤10
I However, if calculate expected value of the bet:
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I That is, price that people are prepared to pay is significantlyless than expected value!

I Incidently, this inspired Expected Utility Theory
I i.e. EU = p1u(x1) + p2u(x2) + · · ·



Why use experiments?
Experiments allow us to do things that real-world data cannot:1. Test theories under controlled conditions2. Inform theory and test assumptions

I Often testing theoretical assumptions impossible using realworld data3. Search for empirical regularities4. Help test for questions that cannot be pursued using realworld data



Types of Experiments
Laboratory Experiments

I Pros: Controlled environment,replicable
I Cons: Non-representative pool,low incentivesField Experiments
I Pros: More representative pool
I Cons:Loss of control

Lab-in-field Experiments
I Pros: More representative poolwith control
I Cons: Abstract context

Natural Experiments
I Pros: Very representative pool
I Cons: Loss of control



Types of ExperimentsControl & Replicability - from Ernesto Reuben



Criticisms of experimental methods
I Many economists are still sceptical of exp. methodology
I Common criticisms for experimental work:
1. Lack of realism/ external validity2. Representativeness of participants3. Lack of incentives or motivation4. Lack of clarity5. Priming and framing
I For this reason experimental design is VERY important



Key tips for Experimental Design1. Simple design
I Testable hypothesis?
I Test specific or set of hypotheses2. Avoid confounding factors
I Any characteristic that can bias result needs to be considered
I Design discriminates across alternative mechanisms3. External Validity
I Representativeness of participants
I Interpretation of treatment
I Appropriate incentives4. Feasibility of Experiment
I Financially & logistically5. Replicable6. Using no deception

I All of the above assuming you already have an interestingidea you want to test!



What follows

I In the next few slides we will discuss various decisions andconsiderations an experimentalist needs to consider
I This involves design protocols and dilemmas
I This decision process can take quite a while
I This is the MOST important part of running an experimentalstudy



Design types
When designing an experiment usually have two types of designsto consider:Design by subtractionIf you think X is the reason for an effect, design an experimentthat would make X impossible. This can isolate the effect youwantDesign by manipulationChange a parameter that you think should make X a more likelyexplanation – i.e. enhance prevalence of X



Treatments
I Standard practice we have different treatments to comparewith a control

I e.g. different payment methods, different information structure,different group sizes
I It is good practice to:

I Change one variable at a time
I Only change directly relevant variables, otherwise holdenvironment fixed
I Avoid confounds



Uncontrolled Factors
I Can usually deal with many uncontrolled factors viarandomisation
I For example, think of an experiment that tests subjects’attitudes to fairness being affected by some treatmentvariable

I Subjects come in the lab with pre-dispositions on fairness,hence a truly controlled experiment is impossible!
I By randomly assigning subjects to treatments, we eliminatediffering pre-dispositions as cause
I This relies on law of large numbers

I Can also consider measuring possibly pertinent variables
I e.g. gender or age
I Reason why many experimental studies ask for a demographicquestionnaire to be completed



Within Vs. Between
Within-subject designParticipants make decisions in all treatmentsBetween-subject design:
Different participants make decisions in each treatment
I Under within design each subject is its own control

I Meaning need not worry about individual characteristics ofparticipants
I But we can have issues of fatigue, inattention or order effects



Multiple Rounds

I One round or many rounds?
I Multiple rounds may be important for what is being tested
I But it can involve issues of learning or fatigue
I ‘Training’ participants can be useful by example rounds ortests of understanding



Payment
I Experiments in economics are monetary incentivised
I This is done as incentives are important:

I Encourage effort & motivation to make right decisions
I Payment is thus based on performance and decisions
I BUT paper: “Pay enough or don’t pay at all” by Gneezy &Rustichini
I Determining the basis of compensation is critical, it can besource of criticism if not proper
I Show-up fees, experimental unit exchange rates need to bedetermined
I Often experiments in developing countries are popular givenpossibility of running large stake experiments

I This can be important to overcome the small stakes problem



Pay Once or Many Times?
I An important payment decision is whether to pay onerandomly chosen round or all rounds
I It is quite common to inform participants in a multi-roundexperiment that one randomly chosen round will be the onlypayoff relevant one
I Since any round may be selected this still incentivises allrounds
I But which one decides to follow is often dependent on anexperiment by experiment basis



Neutral Language
I Use neutral language or frame/prime?
I Generally, important to avoid priming unless it is part of thedesign
I Example: testing for happy mood effect could be done byusing a ‘mood-induction procedure’ by showing a funny videoor handing out sweets

I Importantly, this would be controlled and measurable tocontrol for in analysis
I Accidental priming or framing can ruin an experiment!



Subject Choices
I Require a homogeneous subject group or diversity be better?
I Perhaps interested in impact of different personalcharacteristics, or would like to control for these
I Controlling for these can be done by eliciting them and usingin subsequent analysis
I Or even better, control the subject group directly
I Can for example, recruit quota of types, or ensure everyoneshares some characteristic
I By running an experiment these options are available to us!



A good experiment
I First step is to identify an interesting question, or set ofquestions
I Important to understand whether an experiment is moreappropriate than real-world data
I Determine a precise set of hypotheses
I Simple environment created to allow for direct test ofhypotheses
I With more complexity in design we lose control and makeinference of results more difficult
I Always keep in mind potential confounding alternatives



No Distractions
I Good practice involves eliminating distractions and ensuringprivacy
I No talking (participants, experimenters) and no distractions

I Usually take phones away!
I If a participant needs help, answer questions privately andquietly
I Use cubicles to ensure privacy



Deception
I Experiments in psychology commonly use deception orstooges
I Why? Can lower costs, easier to study rare situations, easierto design experiment
I Experimental economists do not use deception
I With deception comes a fear that subjects will no longerbelieve what you are telling them i.e. loss of control
I Further, fear that subjects may even try to outguess you i.e.changes behaviour
I The above will have an effect on experiments ran with samesubject pool
I It is in fact impossible to publish an economic experimentwith even minor deception



Anonymity Types
Single blindSubjects guaranteed that no other subjects (in fact no-one otherthan the researchers) will be able to identify their actions orpayoffsDouble blindSubjects guaranteed that no-one can link their decisions to theiridentities, even the researchersAbandoning anonymityIf abandoning anonymity is an important part of the design thensubjects should know what information about the is to be revealedpublicly and given the option to withdraw if they choose to do so



Sample Selection Bias
I When recruiting participants we need to always be carefulwith our eventual sample
I Sample selection bias: Bias that can arise by sample notbeing truly random

I This creates issues when interpreting the results
I At Warwick, subjects sign up to a general database inadvance and then sign up to experiments that are advertised
I This could create sample – selection bias, e.g. if anexperiment is run on a Wednesday afternoon it wouldexclude students with sporting commitments



Filtering
I Despite the issues of sample selection keeping anoverarching registration has good advantages:

1. We can filter by age, background, gender, nationality,language, etc.2. We can exclude subjects who have taken part in relatedexperiments before3. We can exclude subjects with a poor show-up rate



Matching
I Often in experiments we have participants interact with eachother
I The way in which they are matched is very important to bedetermined in the design beforehand
I Few types of matching:

Partners: Always with same person or groupStangers: Randomly re-matched before each game/roundPerfect Strangers: Never play with same partner more than once



Replication
I Finally, hugely important is the ability to replicateexperimental work
I Replicating studies allows to check for issues like robustnessand experimenter effects
I Thus, to enable replication we have strong incentives to getit right
I Requires complete availability of data, instructions, softwareand procedures



Coming Up

I Have established some of the decisions that need to be takenwhen designing an experiment
I Now look at problems or critiques offered and how we candeal with them



Realism
I Experimental work often criticised for lack of realism
I This is known as external validity (lack of)
I Abstract environment, overly controlled conditions
I What can we say to that?
1. Experiments involve real subjects making real money2. When testing theories: remember models are themselvessimplification of reality3. Realism can be added in controlled steps – as is often donein theory



Representativeness
I What about representativeness of subjects?
I This becomes less important with comparative statics andwhen we know demographics for which we control
I Often this criticism can be tested

I Studies compare standard student subject pools with generalpopulation suhject pools
I Usually find similar effects/results

I Further, we can extend studies into the field for greaterrealism and representativeness



Incentives
I Traditional criticism of experimental work: Lack of clearincentives which means experiments could only be relying on

intrinsic motivation alone
I This is somewhat less of an issue for economic experimentsas they are monetary incentivised

I Provide clear performance-related pay, i.e. extrinsic
motivation

I This ensures subjects put in more effort and could arguethere is control over incentives
I Also makes clear that experimenter wants participants tofollow own interests – avoiding experimenter demandproblems
I Of course there can be problems:

I It can be expensive
I It can limit the stakes, make things appear trivial
I It may also crowd-out intrinsic motivation



Clarity
I Another standard criticism of experimental results:
I Participants did not understand the instructions or the taskthey had to complete, hence results contradicting theory arenot reliable
I For this reason concrete clear wording or neutral language isvery important
I Also important to have quiz to test comprehension ofparticipants
I Poor instructions or overly complicated designs can be fatalfor an experiment



Priming and Framing
Framing: How you describe something may change behaviourPriming: Order tasks are implemented may have an effect

I These two issues are a big concern for experiments
I For this reason clear wording should always be implementedconsistently
I Experimental scripts are always made available for fulltransparency
I Can test using different frames for any effect there may be
I Can also use loaded language in steps to investigate issueswith added realism



Timeline Outline
I Process of starting an experiment is long and complex
I Below I list the various steps needed during the planningstage
1. Formulate a research question2. Choose design that addresses question

I treatment variables, within vs. between, sample size etc.3. Prepare experimental outline proposal4. Seek funding5. Ethical approval



Timeline Details

Next we need to finalise all details of design:
1. Write-up experimental script2. Prepare any questionnaires or software requirements3. Recruit for pilot4. Run pilot



Timeline: The Experiment
I Once we have run our pilot we can go forward with ourexperiment:1. Improve design/instructions based on pilot experience andfeedback2. Recruit subjects and run experiment3. Analyse data and write-up results
I Experiments will usually yield some result (even not whatone might have expected)
I Occasionally, may get very unclear results and so may needto abandon paper..



Overview timeline of experimental study
1. Research question conceived2. Literature review & theoretical background3. Experimental design preparation4. Obtain ethical approval5. Securing of funds6. Implementation of experiment7. Data analysis8. Study published
I Steps 1 – 3 usually take the longest, 5 is uncertain and 8 is

highly uncertain!



Tools and Methods in the Lab
I In experiments we often need to obtain measures of variouscharacteristics
I Perhaps risk attitudes, or time preferences, or socialpreferences?
I We will now go through some procedures, methods and toolstypically used by experimental economists
I (depending on time we can cover quite a few examples..)



Risk Attitudes
I One of the important ‘preferences’ that economic theoryconsiders, is that of risk
I We classify decision makers as risk seeking, risk neutral orrisk averse
I Depending on the risk preference of an individual we canhave different decisions made
I Thus, it is important to be able to elicit individual riskattitudes



Risk attitude classifications
Re-cap on implications to utility function from risk preferences



Risk elicitation techniques

Given importance of risk attitudes various types of tasks havebeen designed by experimentalists to elicit theseContext-free: do not take into account the domain of risk takinge.g. Price lists, RankingContext-dependent: take into account the domain of risk takinge.g. Dospert



Context-freeList Choice Procedure aka Holt & Laury task

Option X Option Y E(value) dif1/10 of £2.00, 9/10 of £1.60 1/10 of £3.85, 9/10 of £0.10 £1.172/10 of £2.00, 8/10 of £1.60 2/10 of £3.85, 8/10 of £0.10 £0.833/10 of £2.00, 7/10 of £1.60 3/10 of £3.85, 7/10 of £0.10 £0.504/10 of £2.00, 6/10 of £1.60 4/10 of £3.85, 6/10 of £0.10 £0.165/10 of £2.00, 5/10 of £1.60 5/10 of £3.85, 5/10 of £0.10 -£0.186/10 of £2.00, 4/10 of £1.60 6/10 of £3.85, 4/10 of £0.10 -£0.517/10 of £2.00, 3/10 of £1.60 7/10 of £3.85, 3/10 of £0.10 -£0.858/10 of £2.00, 2/10 of £1.60 8/10 of £3.85, 2/10 of £0.10 -£1.189/10 of £2.00, 1/10 of £1.60 9/10 of £3.85, 1/10 of £0.10 -£1.5210/10 of £2.00, 0/10 of £1.60 10/10 of £3.85, 0/10 of £0.10 -£1.85



Holt Laury - Classifications
Number of ‘safe’ choices Classification(X lotteries)0-1 highly risk loving2 very risk loving3 risk loving4 risk neutral5 slightly risk averse6 risk averse7 very risk averse8 highly risk averse9 extremely risk averse10 stay in bed



Ranking ProcedureEckel and Grossman - 2002

High Payoff Low Payoff EV Risk1) 16 16 16 0.002) 24 12 18 4.243) 32 8 20 8.484) 40 4 22 12.735) 48 0 24 16.97
I If extremely risk averse will go for certain amount, i.e. 1
I Risk averse individuals, will go for one of 2-4
I Risk neutral and risk loving, will go for 5



Context-dependent risk elicitation methodDomain-Specific Risk Taking Scale
I This is a questionnaire based method
I Contains 30 questions (earlier version with 40)
I Domains: Ethical, Financial, Health/Safety, Social andRecreational
I Respondents evaluate likelihood to engage in each action
I From 1 (Extremely Unlikely) to 7 (Extremely Likely)
I Item ratings are added across all items of a given subscale toobtain subscale scores, higher scores indicate greater risktaking in the domain of the subscale.
I This is easy to implement, easily comprhensible BUT notincentivised!



Time Preferences
I Another important ‘preference’ for economic theory is that oftime
I How patient one is, or in money terms, how one sees futurepayoffs as compared to current payoffs
I Standard exponential discounting model:

Ut =ut + δut+1 + δ2ut+2 + δ3ut+3 + . . .
where 0 ≤ δ ≤ 1

I That is, irrespective on the time span, the discountingbetween two consecutive periods is exactly equal at δ



Time PreferencesInconsistency leading to ‘Present Bias’
Preference reversals as (I hope) we just saw led to theestablishing of hyperbolic discounting model (β − δ model)

Ut =ut + βδut+1 + βδ2ut+2 + βδ3ut+3 + . . .
Ut =ut + β

(
δut+1 + δ2ut+2 + δ3ut+3 + . . .

)
where 0 ≤ δ ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ β ≤ 1

I Comparing future with now has an extra discount constant, β
I People are biased towards the present, i.e. Present biasThe way to usually identify time preferences is using price lists –similar to risk elicitation– see example..



Eliciting time preferences
I The most common method is MPL, similar to what you justwent through
I Going down the list, indicates individuals being moreimpatientOther methods:Becker-DeGroot-Marshak (BDM Method)

State the lowest amount you’d be willing to accept today instead
of X in one month.Matching tasks
I am indifferent between ( ) today and X in one month



BDM MethodSome details
I This method asks participants to state a maximumwillingness to pay (WTP) for an item
I The stated value is then compared to a random number
I IF stated WTP is greater than the random number, theparticipant pays the random number and receives the item
I Instead, IF stated WTP is less than the random number, theparticipant pays nothing and receives nothing
I Equivalent but opposite procedure for minimum willingnessto accept (WTA)
I BDM method is said to be incentive compatible, i.e. alignsincentives for truthful reporting



Real-Effort Tasks

I Often in experiments, need to measure ‘productivity’ ofparticipants
I This usually done using real-effort tasks
I Many different such tasks have been utilised
I Let’s look at some examples..



Real-Effort TasksMany examples: Moving sliders



Real-Effort TasksMany examples: De-coding



Real-Effort TasksMany examples: Adding up numbers



Eliciting attitudes towards othersVarious games

Experimenters often will use games from game theory toincentivise elicitation of individual attitudes towards others



AltruismDictator Game

Dictator

Take

8, 2

Share

5, 5



TrustingTrust Game
Trustor

Trustee 100

3x , 00, 3x



Strategy methodFor obtaining full set of data-points

I Often when implementing games like ones just reviewed,participant may not get opportunity to make a move
I To circumvent this issue, experimentalists utilise the strategy

method
I This involves asking for conditional decisions
I For example, in the trust game:

If P1 sends 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0I will return



Mood Induction

I Many experiments rely on specific emotions or moods forparticipants
I Perhaps a positive mood can relate to higher productivity
I Or, a negative mood may reduce reciprocity
I Thus, various methods are used to induce specific moods



Mood Induction Procedures

Imagination Subjects instructed to imagine situations from theirlives to evoke desired moodVelten MIP A number of statements describing either positive ornegative evaluations are presented, subjects areinstructed to try to feel the mood described as theyread through the statements



Velten MIPStatement Examples- A

I The Orient Express travels between Paris and Istanbul
I Slang is a constantly changing part of the language
I Boeing’s main plant in Seattle employs 35,000 people



Velten MIPStatement Examples - B

I Every now and then I feel so tired and gloomy that I’d ratherjust sit down than do anything
I I’ve had important decisions to make in the past and I’vesometimes made the wrong ones
I I’ve doubted that I’m a worthwhile person



Velten MIPStatement Examples - C

I I feel enthusiastic and confident now
I My favourite song keeps going through my head
I Life is firmly in my control



Mood Induction Procedures
Imagination Subjects instructed to imagine situations from theirlives the evoke desired moodVelten MIP A number of statements describing either positive ornegative evaluations are presented, subjects areinstructed to try to feel the mood described as theyread through the statementsFilm/Story Using some funny clip or otherwise induce mood toparticipantsMusic Similarly to film, to induce some moodFeedback Both positive and negativeSocial Interaction Expose participants to particular socialinteractionsGift Give sweets, or ‘reward’..?



Cognitive Load & Decisions
I Often it may be of interest to study how hindering thethough process or multi-tasking can affect decision-making
I For this purpose, we have the option to load the cognition ofparticipants
I This done through various methods:1. Remembering a number2. Imagining a random number3. Performing mental additions4. Listen to some story5. React to specific sounds
I The point to is distract participants and study how thatmight affect decision-making



Summing up

I Brief history of experiments in Economics
I Key decisions and steps necessary for experimental studies
I Common criticisms and responses
I Various methods and tools at an experimenter’s disposal
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